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ABSTRACT

A novel onept for pereptual audio oding is presented

whih is based on the ombination of a pre- and post-�lter,

ontrolled by a psyhoaousti model, with a transform od-

ing sheme. This paradigm allows modeling of the temporal

and spetral shape of the masked threshold with a resolu-

tion independent of the used transform. By using frequeny

warping tehniques the maximum possible detail for a given

�lter order an be made frequeny-dependent and thus bet-

ter adapted to the human auditory system. The �lter oef-

�ients are represented eÆiently by LSF parameters whih

an be adaptively interpolated over time.

First experiments with a system obtained by extending

an existing transform ode showed that this approah an

signi�antly improve the performane for speeh signals,

while the performane for other signals remained the same.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the urrent transform based audio oding shemes

[1, 2℄ are designed in a way that a single spetral deompo-

sition is used for both irrelevany redution and redundany

redution. The irrelevany redution is obtained by a dy-

nami ontrol of the quantizers for the individual spetral

omponents aording to pereptual riteria [3, 4℄. This

results in a temporally and spetrally shaped quantization

error after the inverse transform in the orresponding de-

oder. The redundany redution is based on the deor-

relating property of the transform. For audio signals with

high temporal orrelations this property leads to a onen-

tration of the signal energy in a relatively low number of

spetral omponents. By applying appropriate oding teh-

niques, e.g. adaptive Hu�man oding, this leads to a very

eÆient signal representation. The basi blok diagram of a

transform based audio enoder with a psyhoaousti model

ontrolling the quantizers for the spetral omponents and

the orresponding deoder is shown in Figure 1. This �g-

ure shows that in addition to the quantized spetral ompo-

nents, the quantizer ontrol information needs to be trans-

mitted.

One problem of this approah is the seletion of the

optimum transform length whih is diretly related to the

frequeny resolution. For relatively stationary signals a
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Figure 1: Basi blok diagram of a transform audio enoder

(a) and deoder (b).

long transform with a high frequeny resolution is desir-

able, sine it allows to aurately shape the spetrum of the

quantization error and furthermore provides a high redun-

dany redution. For transients in the audio signal however

a shorter transform has advantages due to its higher tempo-

ral resolution. This is neessary to avoid temporal spread-

ing of quantization errors whih may lead to an ehoiness

of the deoded signal.

Most solutions to this problem are based on the onept

of dynamially swithing the transform length dependent

on the signal harateristis [5℄. This approah is appro-

priate for dealing with the extreme ases where the signal

is either relatively stationary or only ontains transients.

However, for signals ontaining di�erent hanges in sep-

arate frequeny regions it is diÆult to tradeo� between

spetral resolution for the stationary omponents and tem-

poral resolution for the transients. Speeh signals are es-

peially ritial in this respet, partiularly in vowels with

hanging formant strutures, where the amplitudes of the

higher harmonis an vary muh faster than those of the

lower harmonis.

Most CELP-type speeh oders [6℄ overome this prob-

lem by using a linear preditive sheme where the time vary-

ing spetral envelope of the input signal is approximated

by the magnitude response of the LPC synthesis �lter. The

dynami adaptation of the �lter parameters allows a more

exible variation of spetral and temporal resolution than a

transform. A spetral weighting �lter is used in the enoder

to selet an exitation signal whih leads to a spetrally

shaped quantization error at the deoder output. Due to

their speialization for speeh signals and their limitation

of the noise shaping funtions to the enoder, CELP oders

are generally not very well mathed for oding of musi sig-

nals. A similar approah is taken in so-alled Transform

Preditive Coding (TPC) [7, 8℄, where the residual signal



of an LPC analysis �lter is transform oded.

Based on observations of the behavior of the di�erent

oding shemes, we propose a novel approah whih sepa-

rates the irrelevany redution, i.e. the spetral and tempo-

ral noise shaping, from the redundany redution. The goal

is to ombine the advantages of a psyhoaousti model, a

noise shaping �lter, and a transform in order to obtain a

oding sheme suitable for speeh as well as for musi sig-

nals. Setion 2 gives an overview of the onept how these

omponents an be ombined. The noise shaping pre- and

post-�lters are desribed in Setion 3. Setion 4 shows the

mehanism to ontrol the adaptation of the �lter by a psy-

hoaousti model. Setion 5 presents results obtained with

an integration into an existing transform audio ode.

2. PSYCHOACOUSTIC PRE-FILTER

The new approah for pereptual audio oding presented

here is to �lter the signal before quantization and od-

ing in the enoder. In the deoder a post-�lter inverting

the e�et of the pre-�lter is applied after deoding and

de-quantization. If it is assumed that the distortions in-

trodued by the quantization are additive white noise, the

temporal and spetral struture of the noise at the deoder

output is fully determined by the harateristis of the post-

�lter. The pre- and the post-�lter are ontrolled by an ap-

propriate psyhoaousti model. For this purpose the �lter

ontrol information needs to be transmitted in addition to

the quantized samples. The struture of an enoder with

a pre-�lter ontrolled by a psyhoaousti model and its

orresponding deoder is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Enoder with psyhoaousti pre-�lter (a) and

orresponding deoder (b).

If a transform oding sheme is now applied to the pre-

�ltered signal, its spetral and temporal resolution an be

fully optimized for ahieving a maximum oding gain un-

der pure MSE (mean square error) riteria, sine the per-

eptual noise shaping is performed by the post-�lter. This

allows the use of �xed quantizer step-sizes, and no addi-

tional quantizer ontrol information, e.g. individual sale

fators for di�erent regions of the spetrum, needs to be

transmitted.

To adapt the �lter harateristis to the masked thresh-

olds (as generated by the psyhoaousti model) tehniques

known from speeh oding an be used, where LPC �lter

parameters are used to model the spetral envelope of the

speeh signal.

The magnitude responses of the psyhoaousti post-

and pre-�lter should orrespond to the masked threshold

and its inverse respetively. Due to this similarity, known

LPC analysis tehniques an be applied with as major dif-

ferene that now masked thresholds are used instead of

short term spetra. Another di�erene is that for the pre-

and post-�lter not only the shape of the spetral envelope

has to be taken into aount, but the average level has to

be inluded in the model by using appropriate gain fators.

One important advantage of the pre-�lter onept over

standard transform audio oding tehniques is the greater

exibility in the temporal and spetral adaptation to the

shape of the masked threshold.

It is of great advantage if the struture of the pre- and

post-�lter also supports the appropriate frequeny depen-

dent temporal and spetral resolution. Therefore a �lter

struture based on the so-alled frequeny-warping teh-

nique is used whih allows �lter design on a non-linear fre-

queny sale.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PRE- AND

POST-FILTER

The most ommon forms of preditors use a minimum phase

FIR �lter in the enoder leading to an IIR �lter in the de-

oder (Figure 3). This struture for the realization of a �lter

and its inverse has the advantage that it an be made time-

varying quite easily, sine the atual oeÆients in both �l-

ters are equal and therefore an be modi�ed synhronously.
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Figure 3: FIR preditor of order P (a) and its inverse (b).

For modeling masked thresholds a representation with

the apability to give more detail at lower frequenies is de-

sirable. For ahieving suh an unequal resolution over fre-

queny the so-alled frequeny-warping tehnique [9℄ an be

applied e�etively. It is based on a priniple whih is known

in �lter design from tehniques like lowpass-lowpass trans-

form and lowpass-bandpass transform. In a disrete time

system an equivalent transformation an be implemented

by replaing every delay unit by an allpass. A frequeny

sale reeting the non-linearity of the \ritial band" sale

[3℄ would be the most appropriate [10℄. Generally the use

of a �rst order allpass (Figure 4) already gives a suÆient

approximation auray.

An implementable struture for this ase is shown in

Figure 5. Here delayless loops in the inverse �lter are

avoided by replaing the allpass setions by �rst order IIR

setions [9℄. Its oeÆients g

k

(0 � k � P ) are obtained

from the original oeÆients with the transformation
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Figure 4: First order allpass.
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Figure 5: Struture of a �lter (a) and its inverse (b) with

frequeny warping.

The use of a �rst order allpass leads to the following map-

ping of the frequeny sale:
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indiates whether the frequeny response of the resulting

�lter appears ompressed (� > 1) or strethed (� < 1). The

warping oeÆient a should be seleted depending on the

sampling frequeny, e.g. at 32 kHz a value around 0.5 is a

good hoie for the pre-�lter appliation. The advantages

of the warping tehnique in the approximation of masked

thresholds are shown in Setion 5.

4. ADAPTATION AND CODING OF FILTER

PARAMETERS CONTROLLED BY A

PSYCHOACOUSTIC MODEL

Most psyhoaousti models generate thresholds with a �xed

sample interval in time. Therefore the modeling approah

an be separated into the approximation of the spetral

shape of a single threshold and the traking over time. In

both steps, whih are addressed in the following, the avail-

ability of eÆient oding tehniques is very important in

order to limit the amount of side information.

4.1. Approximation of the Spetral Shape

In LPC analysis the auto-orrelation funtion (ACF) is used

in the alulation of optimum preditor oeÆients. For

the alulation of oeÆients for the psyhoaousti pre-

�lter a pseudo-ACF is derived by applying an inverse DFT

to samples of the masked threshold. For a regular FIR

�lter uniform sampling along the frequeny axis is needed,

whereas for a warped �lter a sampling aording to the non-

linearity has to be applied.

Sine the �lter oeÆients need to be transmitted to

the deoder in order to ontrol the post-�lter, an eÆient

representation is very important. For this purpose a teh-

nique used in many modern linear predition based speeh

oders proved to be very suessful. It onsists of a vetor

quantization (VQ) for line spetral frequenies (LSF) pa-

rameters. These tehniques an be diretly applied to the

pre- and post-�lter by onverting warped LPC oeÆients

to (warped) LSF parameters and generating an appropriate

odebook. Due to the fat that masked thresholds generally

have a smoother behavior than short term spetra and due

to the frequeny warping the eÆieny is even higher than

in the original appliations. This means that less bits are

required for representing masked thresholds with a desired

auray than for representing short term spetra.

As mentioned above another di�erene in the pre- and

post-�lter sheme ompared to regular LPC is the addi-

tional transmission of an overall gain whih represents the

average of the masked threshold over frequeny.

4.2. Approximation of the Temporal Shape

The temporal resolution required for modeling a time-varying

masked threshold is mainly determined by the duration of

the interval in whih the human ear has a redued ability

to detet quantization noise preeding an onset of a mask-

ing tone. Sine this so-alled pre-masking spans only a few

milliseonds, the model of the masked threshold should pro-

vide a resolution in the same range, i.e. 2 : : : 4 ms. There-

fore without other mehanisms the �lter parameters would

need to be transmitted very frequently. However audio sig-

nals tend to be relatively stationary and suh a high update

rate would be a waste of transmission bandwidth.

Speeh oders usually overome this problem by trans-

mitting �lter parameters at a signi�antly lower rate (e.g.

every 20 : : : 30 ms) and interpolating in-between. This is

appropriate for this type of odes sine they only model

the shapes of the spetral envelopes but not the signal en-

ergy, whih is usually transmitted more frequently, e.g. as

exitation gain information. Fast hanges of masked thresh-

olds, as they an our at attaks of perussive instruments,

however ould not be modeled aurately enough with suh

a �xed interpolation sheme. Therefore a more exible in-

terpolation sheme is used, in whih the transmission fre-

queny of the �lter parameters is adapted to the variation

of the masked threshold. The transmission time instanes

need to be signaled by additional ontrol data.

An overview on the proedure for pre- and post-�lter

adaptation is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Adaptation of pre- and post-�lter, a) modules

only needed in the enoder, b) modules needed in enoder

and deoder.

5. RESULTS

The psyho-aousti pre- and post-�lter were integrated in

the PAC audio oder [1℄, suh that only its transform and

lossless oding parts were used.

First experimental evaluations foused on the masked

threshold modeling apabilities of the pre- and post-�lter

tehnique. For this purpose, frequeny responses of the



post-�lter resulting from the LPC model were ompared

to the masked thresholds obtained from the psyhoaousti

model. Figure 7 shows for one analysis frame of a male

speeh signal the short term spetrum, the masked thresh-

old from the psyhoaousti model, and the frequeny re-

sponse of a 12-th order LPC-like post-�lter. It shows a

very high approximation auray in the upper half of the

frequeny band due to the smooth behavior of the masked

threshold. Towards the lower band edge however muh of

the detail in the masked threshold gets lost.
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Figure 7: Short term spetrum of a male speeh signal sam-

pled at 32 kHz (a), masked threshold from psyhoaousti

model (b), and frequeny response of a 12 order LPC-like

post-�lter ().
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Figure 8: Short term spetrum of a male speeh signal,

masked threshold from psyhoaousti model (b), and fre-

queny response of a 12 order post-�lter with frequeny

warping oeÆient a = 0:5 ().

The interesting question is now, how muh this uneven

behavior an be redued by using �lters with frequeny

warping. Figure 8 shows the same spetrum and masked

threshold as Figure 7. The third urve however was ob-

tained from a warped �lter struture aording to Figure 5

with a warping oeÆient a = 0:5. This frequeny response

provides learly a better approximation at low frequenies.

It omes at the ost of a slightly higher deviation at the

upper band edge. The subjetive e�et of this deviation

however an be assumed to be relatively small when the

ritial band width is taken into aount.

Informal subjetive evaluations omparing both stru-

tures integrated in a omplete oding system based on PAC

indiated a learly audible improvement with the warped

�lter. This oding system was also used for further infor-

mal subjetive evaluations with bit rates ranging from 16

to 24 kbit/s. Using informal listening tests, the new sys-

tem was ompared to PAC in its original form. The general

observation was that for speeh signals the pre-�lter teh-

nique led to a lear improvement in quality, while for musi

signals there was no signi�ant performane di�erene.

6. CONCLUSION

A novel onept for pereptual audio oding is presented

based on the addition of a pre- and post-�lter ontrolled by

a psyhoaousti model to a transform oding sheme.

First experiments with a system obtained by extending

an existing transform ode already showed promising re-

sults. Espeially for speeh signals, whih are amongst the

most ritial signals, lear improvements are obtained.

Another interesting aspet of the pre-�lter onept is

that it is not restrited to the oding sheme PAC provides,

but it an also be used in ombination with other (lossless)

oding methods, to obtain pereptually lossless oders.
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